Weasel to head Institute

Johnson may stay on
if "Tute stays calm-
See page seven

By Slo Cramer
Provost Jerome Weasel will finally be appointed President of MIT after several months of rumors that he plans to run for and infamous "Tute"
Stark. He will take Office at the beginning of the fall term.

Weasel is a strong candidate for the post himself, is considered a likely president and considered a likely point
in the field of "Tute." He has been vocal in his support for the position as the MIT Corporation has been searching
for a new president for several months.

The search committee's recommendations Weasel's appointment will be formulated tomorrow and presented to the full Corporation for unanimous approval next week. Reports have been emerging from Technology Review concerning a re-
view of the situation of the MIT Corporation and the MIT Corporation con-
sidered to be "liberal." All eight members refused to make any public comment during the past few months they deliberated among themselves. One member of the committee asserted this unprecedented inexplodability of the committee's decision to obtain a "true reading of the community's needs and desires without
being swayed by outside pressure groups or agitators.

By Slo Cramer
Weasel and his staff are expected to be in the position of Special
Assistance to the Administration and considered a likely candidate for the reappointment. They are expected to be in the position of Special
Assistance to the Administration and considered a likely candidate for the reappointment.

Deja Vu, chosen Ugliest Man On Campus this year, is the new Assistant Director of Ad-
missions.

By Daneene Fry
During her campaign, Deja Vu's slogan was "Hussusons." Her managers asserted that she clearly qualified for the job, saying, "Would you want your son to look like this?" (4-5-4)

Former UMCOC joins MIT admissions staff

By Daneene Fry
Deja Vu '70, chosen Ugliest Man On Campus this year, is the new Assistant Director of Ad-
missions.

During her campaign, Deja Vu's slogan was "Hussussons." Her managers asserted that she clearly qualified for the job, saying, "Would you want your son to look like this?" (4-5-4)

Deja Vu graduated last June with a major in the Reptilar Sciences option of Course XII, and spent the summer working at the Center for International
Sciences option of Course XII, and spent the summer working at the Center for International Studies.

At the Admissions Office, she will specialize in analytical and correlational studies, al-
though she will also take part in the general interviewing, school-
visiting, and applicant-evaluation activities.

In fall, they carried with them some of the interior por-
tions of the fourth and fifth floors and a goodly part of the third floor. "It was grisly," said one coed, "a sort of bashed - there was a loud crunching noise - and then the cap part just slid around the rest of it." People in the various activity offices that were managed for the most part to escape the collapsing section. Another "damage to offices varied, with those offices on the north and west sides of the building being particularly hard-hit.

Rebuilding of the damaged sections is expected to com-
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being swayed by outside pressure groups or agitators.
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